Abstract
Background
Islam and film studies have become trending research theme in Indonesia for the past several years ( [4, 8, 11] , etc). More movies representing Islamic symbols become widely available. More Hollywood and film industries deal with issues related to Islam.
More Muslim scholars turn their attention to films. Those indications show that there is an expectation of increasing in Islam and film studies [1] . Those researches mostly show Islam in negative conclusion. Terrorists had become to represent Islam in many popular American films [9, 10, 14] 
Method

Critical Discourse Analysis
Since the problem of this research dealt with countering stereotype and the aimed is to expose good side of Islam from Hollywood bad discourse, the method usedis Critical Discourse Analysis. Fairclough defined CDA as a discourse analysis that explore connection systematically between discursive practice, text, and event [3] . The procedure of analysis includes text analysis (description), processing analysis (interpretation), and social analysis (explanation).
Data Sources
This research used three films about Muslims from three countries. They are Children of Heaven from Iran, My Name is Khan from India, and Le Grand Voyage from France. 
My Name is Khan
Finding and Discussion
Islam and Film Studies
Crane has found that Hollywood films dominate in most countries in the world (2014). 
Good Sides of Muslims
There is an Islamic world view in Children of Heaven. That is some things may seem so bad but then turn out to be good in the long run. The lesson from the film is also that sometimes things that seem good or things that we like or want very badly actually are very bad. Like Allah says in the Quran, "It may be that you dislike a thing which is good for you and that you like a thing which is bad for you. Allah knows, but you do 
Conclusion
There are many Islamic ideologies in films, such as an optimistic spirit that we can expose in Children of Heaven. That is, some things may seem so bad but then turn out to be good in the long run. My Name is Khan exposes Islam as a peace and love religion and Muslims are not terrorists. It is counter Hollywood hegemony about Muslims as terrorist. Le Grand Voyage shows a signification generation gap of Muslims. They are secular and devout Muslims. But they can communicate moderately.
